COLORADO MOUNTAIN CLUB TRAIL CREWS

In addition to being the chairperson of the Colorado Trail Foundation, Gudy also heads up the Colorado Mountain Club's Trail & Huts Committee. This summer the CMC is sponsoring 4 trail crews, 2 in the Maroon Bells Wilderness and 2 in the West Elk Wilderness. Both of these locations are in pristine alpine settings. Because the CT Foundation is set up exclusively to work on the Colorado Trail, the CMC Trail & Huts Committee organizes volunteer crews to work on trails other than the Colorado Trail. The CMC is still looking for recruits on their trail crews and are listed here; if you are interested, let us know.

YES! (Check any below which apply.)

☐ I would like to work on a trail crew. Please send me information about crew availability.
☐ I would like to "adopt" a section of the trail to maintain on an annual basis. Please send me information.
☐ Please accept my annual contribution to the Colorado Trail Foundation as a "Friend of the Colorado Trail."
☐ $10 Subscriber
☐ $25 Individual
☐ $75 Contributor
☐ $100 Patron
☐ $500 Supporter
☐ $1000 Sponsor
☐ Other Amount

Benefits for friends of the trail include:

* Quarterly newsletter
* Discount on Colorado Trail Foundation publications
* Information about Colorado Trail functions, meetings and trail crews.

Please send me information about trail maps and interpretive guides.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ______________________ State _______ Zip ____________

Make checks payable to the Colorado Trail Foundation.
The Colorado Trail Foundation is a Colorado based 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation.

BULLETIN

MARTIN MARIETTA

HAS ANNOUNCED THAT SHE WILL PRINT "THE GUIDE BOOK TO THE COLORADO TRAIL" FOR THE COLORADO TRAIL FOUNDATION. THE GUIDE BOOK, WRITTEN BY RANDY JACOBS AND ASSISTED BY PETE ROWLAND; PUBLISHED BY FREE SOLO PRESS, WILL BE FOR SALE AT BOTH DEDICATIONS.

MARTIN MARIETTA WILL PRINT THE BOOK IN-HOUSE, AND HAS AGREED TO PRINT 5000 COPIES. BOTH RANDY AND PETE WILL BE AT THE DURANGO CELEBRATION TO AUTOGRAPH COPIES.

Martin Marietta is also hosting the ice cream social after the dedication at Waterton Canyon.

THANK YOU MARTIN MARIETTA!

NEWS

Without the help of all of the volunteer crew members, leaders, Quick Foundation, Coors Foundation, Colorado Lottery, Individual contributors, King Soopers, Jolly Rancher, Werpy's Bakery, Band-It, Christopherson P.R., Kaufman Printing, Coors, Walter Drake and Son, this trail would not have been possible.
COLORADO TRAIL WORKS

John Stanely, Lynn and Steve Quinn will be meeting to plan the menus for the backpack crews. John will take charge of purchasing the food (with help, of course).

Kurt Mast finished off the awards with a beautiful wooden backing last fall as well as repairing another six pulaskis for us.

Gudy and Randy are in charge of all of the details on the Trail-A-Bratation Hike.

Anna Thurston is compiling and designing the cover sheet for the maps. This will be printed on side 30 of the 29 maps. Anna is also designing the campaign button as well as having proofread one half of the CT book.

DECISIONS??DECISIONS??DECISIONS

They are endless. Each day there are new ones to face. This week it’s: menus for the backpack camps, where to store frozen meat, type of lightweight stove needed for the BB camps; who will lead the mules for 5 weeks?, format of book; how to divide the maps; menu for BBQ at celebration; how to raise the money for the BBQ; speakers; signs and posts needed on BLM land; insurance for CTF; trucks available; Cinnamon Pass open for a shortcut?, help available for Trail a Bratation etc., etc..

Jean Franck is the CTF treasurer and accepts all donations as well as all of the deposits for crew members. Jean keeps track of all of the temporary map sales and T-shirts as well as a roster of the Friends of the Colorado Trail members. She does special typing for us and prints out labels.

New Colorado Trail Brochure

Most of you have seen the beautiful brochure that is being distributed to many sport stores and Forest Service Districts. Did you know that all of the businesses that put the brochure together donated their time, artwork, typesetting and printing? The concept was pulled together by Christopherson and Company, a public relation firm. The art work was conceived and executed by Robert Peltz, designer with Christopherson, the typography was produced by Mel Typesetting, context by Alan Kania and the ten thousand brochures were printed by Kaufman Company, owned by Pat and Fred Shaw of Lakewood. We are thrilled by the concept of the dawn of a new trail. The simplicity of the design and the concise wording. Together you have made the Colorado Trail a bit easier to build. Thank you.

The Foundation invites you to join in making The Colorado Trail, an educational and recreational reality...